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Business Secretary Players Give
Blister-Makers A re Held
Inspects FraternityI
In Readiness for Hands
Two One-Act
J. D. Sparks Spends Week-end Visiting
O f Entire Student Body
Alpha Kappa Psl Chapter
Productions
J. D. Sparks of Indianapolis, grand

FORTY-ONE STUDENTS
ANNOUNCE PRIMARY
ELECTION CANDIDACY

Ab6r DaL Pr bably WU1 Be Held This Week- Depending on Forecast secretary of Alpha Kappa Psi, national Masquers Present “ A W edding,”
Of Weather Man; Peterson Promises Many Surprises
professional business fraternity, ar
"Bumblepuppy” at Little
To Add Pep to Early-Moming Labor
Peter Meloy Is Only Candidate for Presidency of A.S.U.M.; Marjorie
rived in Missoula last Saturday to
Theater, Thursday
Mumm Seeks Office of Vice President o f Student Body;
inspect the local chapter and left yes
Although he is not affiliated with the Montana Unemployment terday for Denver where he will
Other Candidates Are Numerous
Contrasting types of comedy will be
bureau, Russel Peterson, Aber Day High Mogal, has 1,300 rakes, inspect chapters in that part of the seen in the Little Theater on the
country.
shovels and hoes m running condition for the dawn of the annual
Ballots for voting'in the primary election to be held Aber Day are
campus Thursday evening at 8:15
A dinner was held in his honor Sat
cleanup festival some time this week when a like number o f students
o’clock in the two productions, “A j being prepared and will be ready when the Main hall bell tolls the

ADDY ABER was a man of intel

D

lect; he was a reserved man; he

loved all growing things, and he loved
the campus of the State University.
Of all these things we were aware.
But on last Saturday the man took on
a new reality for us. We were with
a Campus Rakings ad solicitor. She
explained the nature of the paper and
the value of the advertising. When
she had finished, the barber to whom
she was selling queried, “When did
you say this is published?" The
Campus Raker replied, and then
started to explain the tradition. “ Oh,
yes,” interrupted the barber, “ I knew
Mr. Aber. He used to get his hair cut
here." And thus because he had
talked over the weather with his
barber and heard the tales that only
barbers tell, we realized that Daddy
actually had existed.
IfTLE did we think that this col

B

umn would ever degenerate to the

point where we would devote two para
graphs to a discussion of clothes, es
pecially hose. But we must defend
ourself (as usual). So, begging the
pardon of our more serious-minded
readers, we proceed. Of course, we
never dreamed that the men on the
campus were so very poor as today’s
communicator would have us believe.
Having made a survey of several
stores, we find that golf socks of a
cotton-wool mix can be secured for
69 cents. Another store offers some
of excellent quality for $1.29, and by
the end of the week will have a stock
of all-wools in the very latest spring
colors at 95 cents. Still another mer
chant offers golfers’ hose at prices
varying from 50 cents to $2.50, and
would advise the purchase of the $1
or $1.50 variety. (We’d tell where to
find these bargains except that the
Kalinin can’t afford to give free adertising.) One pair of golf socks if
washed often will last several weeks.
Missoula laundries will wash young
men’s cords for. the humble price of
35 cents, and if you are of very small
size you might get it done even cheaper.
Montana men must be in a bad way
financially.
INCE we are neither «a school

S

authority nor a campus leader,

perhaps we are going out of our
sphere in mentioning the concluding
paragraphs of the communication, but
we were Indirectly referred to and we
must right ourselves in the eyes o f the
Public. But we had no intention of
frying to dictate what the well-dressed
nollege man shall wear. (If he’s welldressed, he already knows.) But the
•hick, dark hair on most men’s legs
holds no beauty in our eye. Just as
we find no delight in ultra-hirsute
faces neither do we find delight in
ultra-hirsute legs, and if girls can
shave’em why not men? Finally, we
too are common and numbered among
the less fortunate students, but we
practice what we preach, and feel con
fident that we shall find no difficulty
in being at least completely and
cleanly dressed without purchasing
white flannels or going barelegged
either.

pERHAPS we’ve frightened all the
*

Politicians away

from

us.

Or

Perhaps we've been talking about
Politics so much we haven’t had time
to listen. Whatever the cause, we
*eem to have a dearth on political
news this year. And yet a gratifying
interest has been shown in the student
elections this week. Of course, today
end tomorrow will tell the real tale
no far as the primaries are concerned
and the finals are yet to come. But
1 ere seem to be no plans for rings
of any kind this year. If such a conftion actually does exist—well, we’ll
accept It with gratitude and never
mention politics again.
President C. H. Clapp, Dean R. H.
■fesse and Dean C. W. Leaphart are
meeting with Chancellor M. A. Bran
non at his office in Helena today.

will join the vast army of employed^on the, State University campus.
“ We have planned a novelty for the
students this year when they arrive
on the campus the scheduled morning
which should add zest and a greater
incentive for hard labor,” said Peter
son.
“Fifty selected people—very
select—will each receive a surprise
Journalism Fraternity Has Inspection
package on the steps of Main hall at
By National Headquarters
8 o'clock and a large number are
Representative
eligible for the .honor, either directly

I n s p e c t o r Visits
Sigm a D elta Chi
Sunday Afternoon

urday evening at the home of Prof.
E. R. Sanford. Those present at the Wedding” and “Bumblepuppy.”
dinner were Dean R. C. Line, P rof., “A Wedding” is the work of John
E. A. Atkinson, J. D. Sparks, Pro-1 Kirkpatrick, and is a farce dealing
fessor Sanford, Charles Mason, Herb-i with the tribulations of all those con
ert Verheek and Charles Gaughan.
cerned on the wedding day. In the
Saturday morning Mr. Sparks called climax, a collar-button, or rather the
on Dr. C. H. Clapp, Dean J. E. Miller lack of one, comes between the bride
groom and his bride, and nearly
and J. B. Speer.
A meeting of the chapter was held causes a pre-martial split-up. The
Sunday no^n in the Law building. cast is as follows: the bridegroom,
After adjournment, a banquet was Monte Smith, Great Falls; the best
held at the Grill cafe. Dean Line man, Merrill Grafton, Billings; the
acted as toastmaster and speeches bride, Lovina Caird, Helena; a grooms
were given by Mr. Sparks, Professor man, Melvin Maury, Miles City; the
Atkinson, John Patterson and Herbert bridegroom’s mother, Genevieve Krum,
Anaconda; the bride’s father, Harvey
Verheek.
Thirloway, Butte, and the bride’s
aunt, Lucille Saner, Butte. The play
is directed by Robert Busey, Missoula,
and Eleanor Boles, Kalispell.

or indirectly,” he said.
Wilfred Fehlhaber, night editor of
Work sheets have been prepared and
every student and faculty member in the Associated Press at Helena, in
spected
the local chapter of Sigma
the school will find his “monicker”
thereon and no one will be slighted. Delta CI\i, men’s professional journal
The work sheets probably will be dis ism fraternity, at Dean A. L. Stone’s
home Sunday at 2 o’clock. Besides
tributed soon.
the inspection, officers for the coming
Begin at 8 o’ CIock
All toilers will report on the scene year were elected and initiation of two
“ Bumblepuppy” is a sketch by John
pledges was held.
of action at 8 o’clock where they will
William Rogers, Jr., presenting very
Fehlhaber graduated from the
be requested to answer the roll. If
idelightfully the indolent attitude of the
in case the toiler is absent he will be School of Journalism in 1927. During
South in a most amusing manner.
subjected to a humiliating ordeal by his senior year he was sports editor
The cast is as follows: Andrew Bugg,
of
the
Kaimin.
This
is
the
second
the justices.
Meeting Place Is Changed to Main
Kenneth Spaulding; Hamlet Prinell,
“ In hoc signo vinces,” shouted consecutive year that he ha? been ap
Hall Because of Large
Mac
Carnine; Gentry Davenport, Ro
Peterson, charge d’ affaires, brandish pointed by the national headquarters
Attendance in Past
land Carnine, all of Missoula. The
of
Sigma
Delta
Chi
to
inspect
the
ing a borrowed hoe, “ and furthermore
sketch is being directed by Ruth Ber
there will be no neckties or dress State University chapter.
The second of the series of lectures! nier, Helena.
The four new officers elected are: on anthropology given by Dr. Harry:
suits
The tradition of wear
Admission will be 25 cents.
ing old clothes on Aber Day is strictly Walter Cooney, Missoula, president; Turney-High, chairman of the Depart
enforced and students will do well to' Michael Kennedy, Belt, vice president; ment of Economics and Sociology, will
Michell Sheridan, Butte, secretary- be held tonight in Main hall. Due to
obey the anicent custom.
‘Campus Rakings,” the annual razz tretsurer, and Fred Compton, Willis-, the overflow crowd at the first lecture j Mary Breen Attends
sheet published by Theta Sigma Phi, ton, N. D., Quill correspondent. The! last Tuesday in the Forestry building,1
A . W . S. Convention
omen’s honorary journalism fra Quill is the magazine put out by the| it was decided to change the meeting
ternity, will be distributed during the national headquarters of Sigma Delta place to a larger auditorium.
Associated Women Students of the
noon hour. Most students in the past Chi.
Nearly three hundred townspeople State University of Montana will be
have received their share of publicity
The four rctir!ng oTfTtTers are: Tom; were present at the Tuesday lecture to
represented at the district convention
and if anyone, was slighted last year Mooney, Missoula, president 1931-32; hear Dr. Turney-High trace the prog
to be held April 20, 21, 22 and 24, at
they will not escape the dirt rake Edward Astle, Hardin, vice president;' ress of man through the early stages,
Corvallis, Ore., by Mary Breen,
again.
Gerald Alquist, Conrad, secretary-j dealing in the most part with the sub
Bridger, newly-elected president of the
High Court will convene on the oval treasurer and Robert Blaskeslee,! ject of archaeology and fossil man. He
organization.
at 2 o’clock to deal with rebellious Brookings, S. D., Quill correspondent. went as far back as the archeozoic
Ella Pollinger, Missoula, former A.
subjects. Primitive torture chambers
The two members initiated were period in outlining the foundation for{
W. S. president, attended the national
will be set up on the grass plot and Richard Schneider, Missoula, and Fred his lectures.
convention
at Ann Arbor, Mich., last
offenders shall taste of the rack.
Tonight’s lecture will complete the I
Compton.
year. National conventions of A. W. S.
Honoring Daddy Aber
After the initiation a luncheon was lower stone age topic. It will trace
are
held
in
alternate
years.
Aber Day is one of Montana’s oldest served to the members of the fra the progress of primitive man from an]
traditions and one most respected. ternity.
age when he had but skins for clothing ! Marian Brekke, Hardin, was elected
Nearly every student on the campus
and crudely shaped stones for traditions chairman of A. W. S. at the
knows that it derives its name from
weapons. That was the age when regular meeting of that body yester
W. M. Aber, professor of Latin and
man dwelled in caves and had but day. The greatest duty of that office
holder is to manage A. W. S. lantern
Greek here from 1895 to 1918. Daddy
•little culture.
Aber was a member of the original
The lecture series will consider the parade and other traditional customs.
specialized branches of anthropology: Grace Johnson, Harlowton, received a
faculty when the school was founded.
preliterate archaeology with its asso majority of votes cast for the office Of
He planted the trees, raked the
lawns and did everything possible for Seventy Will Visit State Hospital and ciated fossil races of men, ethnology, social service chairman. The Christ
Penitentiary
or the study of cultures of living mas party given annually for the poor
the improvement of the State Univer
tribes below the level of civilization; children of Missoula is- the greatest
sity grounds. The Aber Grove in the
Registration for*the inspection tour comparative linguistics and physical service of that position.
northwest corner of the campus is a
With six candidates for each office,
memorial to Montana’s grand old man. of the state hospital for the insane at anthropology, or the study of the
A bronze tablet was placed in the- Warm Springs and the state peniten human race considered as an organ the number of nominees competing
grove in 1927 at which time memorial tiary at Deer Lodge, which will take ism. This latter also is concerned was the largest that has been turned
in for the past three years.
place April 30, has now reached a total with the study of racial types.
services were held'for Daddy Aber.
Daddy Aber died in Waterbury, of 70, and is closed to all but majors
Conn., in 1919 from the effect of in- and minors in the Departments of
fluenza contracted in 1918 while he was Isociology and Psychology. This is the
teaching at Montana. The first Aber iargest number for which the trip has
Day was held before his death, how-|ever been arranged.'
ever, in 1915, when a convocation was | The excursion is sponsored annually
called and plans laid for the Initial by the Department of Psychology, al George Varnell, Seattle, W ill be Official Starter for Seventeenth
though previously the inspection of
all-school cleanup day.
Consecutive Year of Annual Event Here
i he penitentiary has not been included.
Prof. E. A. Atkinson, who is In
charge of accommodations, asks that
Officials for the Twenty-ninth Annual Interscholastic Track and
any persons who have registered for Field Meet have been selected by the faculty committee. The list
the trip and will not be able to go
includes many who haye helped over a period o f many years. George
notify him at once, in order that some
Varnell, sports editor of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, will be starter
|of 'hose on the waiting list may take
of the meet for the seventeenth time.
their places.
Timers—J. W. Stewart, chief timer;
James Brown, former State University
Schedule Includes Visits to Many
H. Turner, Sid Coffee, H. 6. Bell, Dr.
sprint star, will be his assistant.
Eastern CoUege Residence
Asa Willard and W. L. Murphy, assist
Other officials are: C. II. Clapp,
Quuarters
Masquers W ill Be
ants.
president of the State University,
Scorers—T. G. Swearingen, chief
Hosts
to
Visitors
referee; Oakley Coffee, clerk of the
Mrs. Monica B. Swearingen, business
scorer; assistants will be chosen later.
course; Kirk Badgley, Larry Neff,
director of residence halls at the State
Inspectors—W. E. Schrieber, chief
Maude Adams and Otis Skinner will Mike Kennedy and Howard Gullickson,
University, left Sunday, April 17, for a
inspector; Clarence Watson, Tom
be entertained by the Montana Mas assistants.
three weeks' tour in the East.
Rowe,
Bob White, Elbert Covington
While she is away, Mrs. Swearingen quers during their stay in Missoula for
Weight
judges—Harvey
Elliott, and John Bills, assistants.
will inspect the residence halls of sev the presentation of “ The Merchant of clerk and chief judge; E. C. Mulroney,
Checking clerk will be selected
eral of the larger eastern universities Venice.” The definite program is un John Patterson quid Clarence Muhlick, later.
and colleges. She fntends to interview decided and will be considered at a shot put clerks; Abbon Lucy, Emil
Equipment—Hugh Lemire and Rob
meeting of the Masquers this after
the business directors of the halls on
Perey and Henry Murray, discus ert Boden, clerks.
the management and running ex noon at 4 o’clock.
clerks; E. S. Holmes, Glenn Lockwood
Field assistants will be selected
j^t the same time, the matter of
and Leonard Schulz, javelin clerks.
penses.
later.
electing new members will be con
This is the first time that a tour of
Track assistants—Jerry Ryan, chief
Finish judges—A. N. Whitlock, clerk
sidered, there now being five State
this kind has been undertaken, and
and chief judge; Howard Toole, Jack assistant; A1 Spaulding, Tom Moore,
University players eligible for Mas
Mrs. Swearingen expects to obtain in
Sterling, Harry Adams, C. S. Porter, Bob Breen, Frank McCarthy, Lowell
quer membership. It is the custom of
formation which will be valuable in
Frank Campbell and Percy Frazier, Dailey, Walter Cox, Russel Peterson,
the Masquers not -to announce the
managing the State University dorm
Henry Murray, Leonard Kuka, Alvy
assistants.
names of the eligible candidates.
itories.
Jump judges—H. T. Forbls and M. Cosper and Robert Stansberry, assist
Plans for the Little Theater tourna
Among the universities and colleges
ant helpers.
meijt to be held May 11 also will be McCullough, chief clerks and judges;
which she will visit are: University of
Tennis—Harry Adams, clerk.
discussed at the meeting. Committees Dr. R. H. Nelson, Billy Burke and Al
Minnesota, Minneapolis; University of
Golf—Harry Adams, clerk.
lan
Burke,
pole
vault
clerks;
H.
T.
composed of about forty students will
Wisconsin, Madison; University of
Marshall—Maj. G. L. Smith, chief
be appointed to special assignments Wilkinson, G. Higgins and Ted Rule,
Michigan, Ann Arbor; Ames college,
marshall;
Capts. Tom Davis and Fred
for that occasion, when 16 plays will high jump clerks; John L.Campbell,
Ames, Iowa; University of Chicago,
Rogers, assistant marshalls.
be staged by the Masquers during one Harold Ruth and C. W. Leqphart,
Chicago, 111.; Northwestern university.
Physician
will be selected later.
broadjump judges.
afternoon.
Evanston, 111.

Dr. Turney-High
Will Give Second
L e ctu re Tuesday

worn."

Students Register
For Inspection Trip

Faculty Committee Names Judges
For Inter scholastic Track M eet

Mrs. Swearingen
Makes Extensive
Inspection Tour

news that Aber Day has arrived. Polls will be placed in front of
either the Law building or Main hall. Both the offices of president
-------------------------------------------------- $and vice president of the A. S. U. M.
are uncontested this year,
Peter
Meloy, Townsend, is running for presi
dent and the candidate for vice presi
dent is Marjorie Mumm, Missoula. Ac
cording to the A. S. U. M. election
rules, the name of any eligible student
may be written in when only one name
Nursery Has Transplanted 120,000 appears on the primary ballot
Virginia Connolly, Billings; Sarah
Evergreens This Spring From
Lou Cooney, Helena; Maxine Davis.
The Seed Beds
Oilmont, and Olive Midgett, Bridger,
Business was just as good this year are contesting for the office of secre
as it has been in the past at the School tary. Candidates appearing on the
of Forestry nursery. Despite the ad ballot for the office of business man
verse conditions of the weather, of ager are: Frank McCarthy, Anaconda:
ficials of the nursery have reported Marion McCarty, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
a very good season in sales and ex and Jack White, Missoula.

Forestry Nursery
Has Good Sales
Despite Weather

changes with other nurseries.
The nursery at the State University
is operated in co-operation with the
Federal government under the ClarkMcNary act, with the government pay
ing part of the operating cost. Orders
are received through county agents
and the extension service at Bozeman
which is a subsidiary of the Federal
government.
The nursery serves as a laboratory
for classes in silviculture and has been
part of the School of Forestry for four
years.
This spring 120,000 evergreens have
been transplanted from the seed beds
where they have been kept for two
years since the planting of the seed.
The work of planting the new seeds
is nearly finished, the rush of shipping
work is over and the School of For
estry’s nursery can be counted among
the. few business enterprises which
have kept cut of the red during the
past year.

Club Will Attempt
To Climb Mountains
S t Mary’s and Grey Wolf Peaks Will
Be Scaled on Sklis

For student member of the Students’
Store board to serve a one-year term,
Wesley Scott, Plains, and James Sonstelie, Kalispell, are contesting. Two
students are to be elected as mem
bers of the Store board to hold office
for two years. Oskar Limpus, Wini
fred, * and Owen Loftsgaarden, Big
Timber, are contestants for these
offices.
On the ballot of the class of ’33, Ted
Cooney, Canyon Ferry, and Dale H* iman, Greybull, Wyo., are opponents
for president For vice president,
Phyllis Lehmann, Cutbank, is unop
posed. As in the case of president and
vice president of the A. S. U. M., voters
will have the privilege of writing in
the names of any eligible student to
oppose her in the finals. Likewise,
the filling of the secretary’s position,
Kathleen Dunn, Deer Lodge, is the
only candidate. For treasurer, Kath
ryn Coe, Dixon, and Fred Benson,
American Falls, Ida., are contestants.
Candidates for Central Board delegates
from the class of ’33 are Michael Ken
nedy, Belt; Mitchell Sheridan, Butte,
and Leland Story, Winnett.
Class of ’34 candidates for president
are Claget Sanders, Missoula, and
Scott Stratton, Augusta. The office of
vice president is uncontested. Voters
have the privilege of writing in the
name of any eligible candidate here.
Those who seek the secretary honor
are William Hawke, Butte; Esther
Lentz, Missoula; Margaret Sullivan,
Hardin, and Olga Wik, Kalispell. Dora
Jacobson, Anaconda, is the only can
didate for treasurer. Candidates for
Central board delegates are Lehman
Fox, Missoula, and Wendell Williams,
Billings.
Ten names appear on the ballot of
the class of ’35. Candidates for presi
dent are Alex Blewett, Butte; John
Cougill, Conrad, and Fred Moulton,
Billings. The following are running
for vice president: Clara Mabel Foot,
Helena; Margaret A. Johnson, Great
Falls, and Ossia Taylor, Missoula.
Dorothy Powers, Missoula, is the only
candidate for secretary and Gladys
Avery is unopposed for the office of
treasurer.
Central Board delegate
candidates are James Brown, Butte,
and Cal Emery, Helena.

Ascending two mountains never be
fore climbed on skiis will be the goal
of the Montana Mountaineers Saturday
when they will attempt to scale St.
Mary’s and Grey Wolf peaks of the
Mission range. St. Mary's is -9,500
Jett above sea level and Grey Wolf
is nearly 10,000.
The round trip on foot and skiis will
be nearly thirty miles. The Moun
taineers will leave Missoula at 3
o’clock Saturday morning, in order to
be at the base of the Missions by day
break. They then will hike to St.
Mary’s lake, which is about 15 miles
east of St. Ignatius. After leaving St
Mary’s peak they will follow the ridge
of the Missions around to Grey Wolf
peak, which they will ascend.
Saturday, April 23, was selected as
the best day for this hike because the
full moon is at its brightest during
this week-end.
Anyone wishing to go on the hike
should see Prof. E. M. Little and make
arrangements by Friday. It will be
necessary for all people going on the
hike to have several 3-inch square
blocks to use on the bottom of skiis
when climbing the steep sides of St. May Issue of Magazine Will Appear
On Campus Thursday
Mary’s and Grey Wolf peaks. Sun
glasses will also help much to avoid
The May issue of the Frontier will
snow blindness.
appear on the campus Thursday.
Copies will be for sale at a table in
the Library building throughout the
Three Pass S tate
day.
Board Examinations This issue contains seven short
stories, humorous stories, historical
Three students in the School of articles, poems, the Open Range and
Pharmacy recently have been notified folklore material,, book reviews and
that they successfully passed the State literary news. The feature of this
Board of Pharmacy examinations issue is the Journal of Lieut John
Mullan, 1858, which has never before
taken in Helena on April 13 and 14.
Matthew Woodrow, Red Lodge; Har been published. Mullan is the pioneer
old Voight, Manhattan, and Thomas for whom the Mullan road was named.
“ Theatricals at Fort Shaw in 1874,”
Rowe, Missoula, were the candidates
who passed and who are now regis an account by Agnes B. Chowen, who
tered pharmacists.
Woodrow and participated in them, and the third in
Voight are juniors and Rowe is a stallment of the unpublished letters
of Joaquin Miller, are also Included in
senior.
this issue.
Helen Cathrine Ballard, Dillon, was
Robert King spent the week-end vis
the week-end guest of her sister, Jean,
iting friends at Plains.
at the Kappa Alpha Theta house.

Frontier Publishes
Mullan’s Journal
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Society

The Montana Kaimin

Comment

Since the Kaimin is reputed to be
a democratic and free-thinking school

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
,
University ot Montana.

Campus

paper, I hope I am not presuming any

Friday, April 22

l9, 193?

dents utter i Prayer for our (
fervently hope that o u M l b ^ * ' ?
not further curtailed.—<}. q l
^

rights by undertaking to answer

John Schroeder and Ed wi.s.
Helena graduates of the class*,
were visitors in Missoula over a , '
day and Sunday.
SatUr'

North Hail ................................-............................................................Dance certain very snotty article recently
Corbin H a ll............................................................................................. Dance published in the Montana Muslngs col
'
Saturday, April 23
umn of our people. This was to the
Delta Sigma L am bda...............................» ............................. Dinner Dance effect that the male members of our
Phi Sigma K a p p a .............................................................. Installation Ball student body should not wear dirty

Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act ot
Congress, March *3, 1879.
Subscription price, 38.60 per year.

campus cords nor knickers without

THOMAS B. MOONEY-

Kappa Kappa G am m a...... ............................................................. .Fireside
the proper hose:
Delta Delta D e lta .................................................................. Spring Formal
It seems that the author of this
Sigma Chi ........................................................................................... Fireside article bears the idea that all people

_________ EDITOR

JOEL F. OVERHOLSER___________________ BUSINESS MANAGER
SOLILOQUY
Life is such an empty thing
Without a girl to love,
Which makes it awfully hard to sing
Annual elections for officers of the A. 13. U. M. and the three upper About the moon above.

“ NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL------ ’ ’

Corbin Hall
Mrs. A. K. Prescott of Helena was
the Sunday guest of Mrs. Frank
Turner at Corbin hall.
Doris Wearne of Butte was the
Thursday dinner guest of Margaret
Lea^e.
Alice Crawford spent the week-end
at her home in Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Deitrich and son, Jack,
of Deer Lodge were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Frank Turner.
June Hartley, Hamilton, spent the
week-end at her home.
and Mrs. Bell of Conrad were
Saturday luncheon guests of their
daughter, Barbara.
.Kathryn Rand spent the week-end
at her home in Butte.
Mrs. W. J. Kingsbury of Butte was
the week-end guest of her daughter,
Judy.
Mss. Provost and Mrs. Flick of Ana
conda were Sunday guests at Corbin
hall.
Lucille Saner spent the week-end in
Butte.
Georgia Mathews and Constance
Blegan were Sunday dinner guests of
Hope Mathews.

classes have again rolled around. Once more the supporters of the
It makes life so much easier
various candidates will be out to do their best for the most popular Just to think you’re right;
people, whether they are competent or not. Competency being the The goal seems so much closer
least of the requirements to hold office the participants will endeavor When the corner comes in sight,
to smooth over any mistakes they may have made in the past that may And the pin—yes, it’s a goner
When she kisses you goodnight—
crop up now to endanger the possibilities of their election. The
In the spring.
candidates will not take into consideration any other outside activ
ities they are engaged in when running for such unimportant offices.
Which reminds Unk that he ought
The uninitiated will consider only the honor and glory that goes to advise all his children to hurry up
with these offices. The fact that participation in sports weighs and pop the question, if they expect
rate Campus Rakings.
heavily against the proper performance o f the duties incidental to
the offices does not enter into the matter at all. i f they can get
Also he could say something about
elected and be pointed out on the campus to the envious freshmen people who hang their pins just be
as so-and-so who holds such-and-such an office that will make up for fore Aber Day. They don’ t want the
any hard work they might have had to do in order to get the office. brothers and sisters to know, but
Unfortunately, students do not realize the importance of having
It would satisfy that ego if 1,339 of
campus offices filled by people who are efficient in doing work of
the 1,400 students who will buy Cam
that kind; by people who will be able to give their entire time to pus Rakings knew what so-and-so was
the work in hand and not be hampered by having to run o ff to engaged to what’s-her-name.
practices or club meetings when they should be seeing to it that the
Which only serves as something
student’s affairs are receiving the attention and work they deserve.
W e are not attacking or criticizing any officers, past or present, on further to remind Unk that Mr. Sew
and Sew, the big needle and thread
North Hall
our campus. The fact is that nearly every school in the country
man, was a visitor on the campus last
Prof, and Mrs. E. F. Carey were
elects those who are the most popular to office and not those who week.
Sunday dinner guests o f Mary Rose.
could fill the positions the most satisfactorily. The result is what
Margaret J. Johnson spent the week
He left as a reminder of his visit a end at her home in Deer Lodge.
might be expected—students criticize every move that is made and
wish afterward they had not been influenced by good looks and nice little verse that he thought might
Kathryn Ballard of Dillon was the
apply for football players (and also luncheon guest of Mrs. Theodore
clothes.

Thomas Spaulding were chaperons are of equal financial status in the
first place, and capable of purchasing
Nat Allen’s orchestra played.
any desired article at any time. You
must recall that a very large per cent
Delta Gamma Fireside
of
the students in this institution are
Mope Dickinson’s orchestra furn
earning their- own way In part or
ished the music at a fireside at the
Delta Gamma house, Saturday evening. wholly through school, and so must
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Oakes, Mrs. Ida count their “shekels” rather carefully.
B. Davenport and Mrs. J. Wilson Of course, you who are so fortunate
as to be endowed with unlimited
Moore were chaperons.
funds, can purchase your white flan
nels and the “ proper base” to go with
Alpha Phi Spring Dance
Alpha Phi entertained at an informal knickers, hence yon go under the er
roneous assumption that everyone
dance at the Old Country club Friday
evening. Besides actives, pledges and else is able to do the same thing.
My second objection is this: has our
alumnae, about twenty guests were
present. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Oakes, educational system been carried to
such
an extent that the school author
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Brennan and
Mrs. Maude C. Betterton were chap ities and campus leaders can now
dictate to the students as to what
erons.
clothes they can wear and what they
Judging from the comments
Ed McConnell, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. cannot
Place and daughters, Betty and Paul made in the Musings, it seems that
ine, Butte, were Sunday dinner guests individual Initiative and freedom has
suffered yet another blow from even
at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
Virginia Braunberger and Helen encroaching conventionality. Let us
Elliot were dinner guests Sunday at more cqmmon and less fortunate stu

the Alpha Phi house.
Saturday evening dinner guests at
the Sigma Chi house were Horatio
Kilroy, Butte; Virgil Lockridge, Salt
Lake City, and J ack Jefferson.
P. H. Teagarden and Billy Stoverud
were Saturday evening dinner guests
at the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
Sunday dinner guests at the Phi
Sigma Kappa house were Janet Phe
Ian, Doris McMillan, Bill Jensen and
Henry Blastic.
lot of the bleacher dates that Brantley on Monday.
Virginia Hancock spent the week
This is the time for State University students to show they know are so popular now). Here it is—
Mrs. E. F. Nelson of Ennis spent end at her home in Butte.
efficiency when they see it and are not taken in by the fact that a
Sunday with her daughter, Faye, at
Wilfred
Fehlhaber, Helena, was
Blue eyes mean you’re true
man is a good basketball or football player or that a woman would
North hall.
luncheon guest Monday at the Phi
Gray eyes mean you’re gracious,
be a good candidate because she has a date every night.
Kathryn de Mers, Arlee, spent the Sigma Kappa house.
But black eyes mean you’re blue
week-end at her home.
Alpha X i Delta held its annual In
In several other places.
stallation banquet Sunday afternoon at
WOMEN ON PROBATION
Independents Dance
the Florence hotel. Patronesses were
Unk has started saving his pennies
When a co-ed has a date at 9:30 o ’clock she usually spends the
An exceptionally large crowd at-1 jjrs,
Richey, Alice Woody and
interval following dinner and preceding the date at the Library. for the big bust during Track Meet. tended the Independents’ informal Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf.
Our calendar counts only 22 days until dance given Friday evening in the
When she has a date at 7 :30 o ’clock and returns to the dormitory at
Pledges of Sigma Kappa were
some thousand or more high school
9:30 o ’clock she is much less likely to feel like studying on her students will walk round the campus women’s gymnasium. Jack Robinson pleasantly entertained Saturday eve
and his orchestra furnished the music, ning at a bridge party given by Ade
return. And even though'she does, there is little likelihood o f her trying to look collegiate.
lhaperons for the occasion were Dean laide Stillings, Lola Dunlap and Mar
accomplishing much toward the next day’s assignments, because
and Mrs. Robert C. Line, Prof. Matheus jorie Mumm.
The funny part of It Is they really Kast, Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf, Dean
everyone else has returned from the Library or somewhere at that
Dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha
will.
and Mrs. T. C. Spaulding and Mr. and
hour and bull sessions begin from which she cannot extricate herself.
Theta house Sunday were Hazel
Mrs. Roy Freeburg.
Often, also, there is a great deal of noise, made not only by talking,
Harper, Bunny O’Leary and Helen
Going back to our big drag, Unk
Catherine Ballard of Deer Lodge.
but arising from the commotion of others who are making last-minute plans on starting Wednesday night
Alpha XI Delta
Dick Callaway, Bozeman, and Bob
preparations to leave for an hour.
With Gregarious P. Soogan and the
Alpha XI Delta held initiation Sat Callaway, Butte, were week-end guests
The hours when women students on scholastic probation may have Hogans here for the big event (as well urday for Viola Bjorneby, Kalis pell;
at
the Kappa Sigma house.
dates are restricted for the purpose of giving them more time to as the Anaconda and Meaderville Frances Manley, Glendive; Margaret
Zeta Chi announces the pledging of
gang) it looks like a great time for
Johnson and Louise Geyer, Great Ruth Southworth, Bozeman.
study. Requiring them to be in at 9:30 o ’clock leaves only a few old Montana.
Falls. A formal breakfast was held at
hours for an evening date and naturally the opportunity is taken
the house Sunday morning In compli
frequently. Instead of leaving more time for study this arrangement
George K. Hangover has sent word
ment to the new initiates.
makes night study at the Library a thing of the past for many women that he will not be here until the fol
students. Since the hours after 9 :30 o ’clock are not conducive to lowing Monday morning. He just can’t
Kappa Sigma Initiation
possibly make it any sooner.
Kappa Sigma held initiation Friday
study, few take advantage of them and their scholastic standing is
night for William Belangie, Missoula,
in a more perilous position than formerly.
The quarter has- just started, but
A further illogical fact in connection with the probation rule is midquarters and yellow slips are just and Edwin Rauma, Eveleth, Minn.
Show her that she means
that it applies only to the dormitories. For this reason it governs “around the corner” . (If you take
Kappa Alpha Theta
a lot to you.
freshmen women on probation but does not apply to all upperclass Herb Hoover’s corner, you’re safe for
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained at
quite a while.)
probationers. Those living in the sorority houses escape the 9 :30
sport dance Friday evening at the
o ’clock rule.
chapter house. Mrs. C. E. Hyde and
Midquarter brings back fond mem
Mrs. Edna Palmer were chaperons,
ories of "Please,” a parody he once
H E I N R I C H ’S
Mope Dickinson and his orchestra
read. Unk liked it so well he mem
COMMENCEMENT ABOUT TO COMMENCE
furnished the music.
orized it:

Send Flowers

To Mother-May 8

Four years ago a group of young people, recently released from
high schools of Montana came to Missoula and enrolled in the State
University. Outwardly some were bold, some self-contained, others
with the aura that bespeaks a life spent in small towns. Mentally also
there were as great differences. Among the group were the born
leaders and from among the crowd there developed others who did
not have the opportunity to do so before. Almost everyone had the
hope that in four years he would have the tools of knowledge that
would give him what he desired. After all, 1932 was a long way off.
Spring quarter 1932 is here. The original class has not changed
in the main. A few individuals have dropped out and a .few additions
made. The idealistic faith they had at the advent of their careers,
while not destroyed, has been replaced by a more practical viewpoint!
They have done their best and their worst in turn, and will go out to
as varying fates.
They are a trifle shaken by the thought of being .“ through” and
the thought o f being a member of an alumni organization appears
slightly ridiculous. What they should remember is that they are
as prepared as any other class that entered upon its last quarter and
their motto is, as the others was: “ Commencement, here we com e!”
KEEPING THE VISION

I think that I shall never see
A grade as lovely as a "B."
A B” whose saving grade points press
Where D's” or “ E's” or even less
Have made us look at God all day
And lift our weary arms to pray;
A "B” whose grace will let us rate
The grade we need to graduate.
“ C’s” are made by fools each day
But only God can make an “A.”
With North and Corbin halls such
busy places this quarter, Unk has a
feeling that quite a number of wouldbe college graduates, will be saying,
"I never felt so put out in my life,”
when they read the Dean’s letter.

Annual Rider Prize
Is Available Again

Kappa Sigma Installation Ball
Kappa Sigma members were hosts
at their annual Installation ball given
Friday evening at the Elk’s Temple.
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. H. K.
Snell. Guests were F. McCormick and
John Grierson.
Alpha XI Delta Fireside
Alpha Xi Delta entertained at a fire
side Saturday evening for about thirty
couples. Music was furnished by Bob
Leslie and his orchestra. Chaperons
were Alice Woody and Mrs. Caroline
Avery.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fireside
Sigma Phi Epsilon entertained at a
fireside at the chapter house Saturday
evening.
Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf,
Matheus Kast and Mr. and Mrs.

RAINBOW BARBER SHOP
and BEAUTY PARLOR
The Barber Shop de Luxe for
Ladies and Gentlemen
Who Care
W. H. DOBSLOFF
136 Higgins

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins BnUdlng
Phone 4097

DR J. L MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Bloek

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class of ’94

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phono 4104

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER
DENTIST
305 WUma Bldg.
Phone 5200

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN

She prefers
A PIPE
(For you)
T I E R name is Ruth. She’s a popular
011 a famous campus. Yes
she’U have a cigarette, thank you (and
smoke it very prettily). But for you she
likes a pipe.
That’s one smoke that’s still a man’s
smoke. (And that’s why she likes to see
YOUsmokeapipe.)
There’s something
com panionable
aboutapipe.Friendly, cool, mellow. . .
it clears your mind,
puts a keen edge on
your thinking.
And you sound
the depths of true
smoking satisfaction
BDTH
when you fill up its
bowl with Edgeworth.
There, men, is a REAL smoke. Choice
mellow hurleys, cut especially for pipes
—blended for the man who knows his
fine tobaccos. It’s cool, dry, satisfying
—and you’ll find it
first in sales, fust
choice o f smokers,
in 42 out o f 54 lead
ing colleges.
We’d like nothing
better than to
drop in tonight
ana toss our own
private tin acrossi
your study table.
But since that can’t
be, just remember
that you can get
Edgeworth at your dealer’s—or send
for free sample if you wish. Address
Lams & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St,
Richmond, Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO

is

Edgeworth a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced
Edge*
worth’ s distinctive
and exclusive eleventh process. Buy
Edgeworth any
where in two forms
—EdgeworthReadyRubbed and Edgeworth HugSlice. All
sizes, i5ff pocket
package to £1.50
pound humidor

CHIROPODIST
206 WUma

Eugene

Permanent
Waves
$5 and $7
Finger W aves, 50c
Cool, smart, brilliant in
color, the washable crepes

Dorothy Lee Shop
PUBLIC DRUG
Phone 2873

in pastel shades with the
Etonne jacket in a con
trasting color, satisfy your
need

Students in the elementary drawing
class are contesting tor a $10 prize
to be given by Dr. T. T. Rider,
Missoula dentist, for the best series of
drawings completed this quarter.
Doctor Rider is interested in art
students and has offered this prize for
many years. The best drawings will
be mounted soon and a committee con
sisting of President C. H. Ciapr, Dr.
Rider and Mrs. W. G. Bat,-man,’ will
judge the drawings.
The prize will be awarded during
Commencement week.

Whenever walking, we have a bad habit of keeping our eyes on
the distant skyline, against which we view a lacy group o f trees
or a cameo o f mountains. This habit causes us to stumble to gel
our feet wet, to run-into fences and to get o ff the path. But some
how we don’t seem to mind that if we can keep our eyes focused on
sheer beauty and not on the mud holes we are traversing.
Somehow we have been stumbling through school in much the same
fashion. W e have run into fences, gotten splattered with mud, but
our eyes have remained on the beautiful and distant skyline of an
education which included understanding, knowledge and culture.
W e have splashed through, run into and battered our heads against
Ethlyn Fowler of Darby, who grad
the mud holes of campus society, the fences o f grade curves, grade uated with the class of 1931, visited
points and credits, and the stone wall of requirements. Somehow, we the campus last week-end.
kept our vision ahead, while vaguely wondering at the stupidity
James Tobin is in the hospital suf
o f the obstacles.
fering from pneumonia.

FOX-W ILM A

FOX-RIALTO

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

“ Tarzan the
Ape Man”
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

“ The Greeks Had a
Name for Them ’ ’
rheatergoers throughout the nation
ue talking about this picture—
Kith an all-star cast.

by

for

a n informal

afternoon outfit. Of course
there are little “ softies”
to match.

Joe E. Brown
— In —

“ Fireman Save
M y Child”
WEDNESDAY to FRIDAY!

“ Chic” Sale
With Dickie Moore— In

“ The Expert”
pre's That “ Something New” 1
the Amusement World

^ T

F

i l i y

Three Teams Tie for First Place
In Interfraternity Baseball League
«»ppa Sigma, Sigma Ohi, Phi Delta Theta Are Leading Fraternities;
r
Vesel and Seymour Lead Individual Batters

Potentialities. .
Montana Grizzlies Will Have
Strongest Team In the State
Is Opinion of Newspaper Man
Wilfred

. interfraternity

(Flip)

Fehlhaber,

night

baseball leader-ship changed hands when Kappa state editor of the Associated Press

branch at Helena, in an informal inter
Siema defeated Alpha Tau Omega to share first place with Sigma
view here yesterday, said that the
Mi and Phi P>elta Theta’ Frank Vesel was the star o f the game and State University possessed the greatest
aimed in the best pitching record to date. He struck out the first
potential football team in Montana.
seven men to bat, tanned 11 of the
Don’t, however, disregard Mount
to bat, and allowed but two hits,
Charles,” he said. “They’re working
vesel also leads the individual batters,
hard over on the hill, making a gal
tied with James Seymour of the
lant attempt to defend successfully
Independents, each with an average of
their state championship.
'“H Tbs Independents are loading in
Jones must find capable replace
.earn hitting with an average of .373,
ments for Chick Garner, triple-threat
Kanpa Sigma is second with .317 and
ace; John McGillis, utility back, and
gipna Cbl third with .308.
Instructors and Students Sponsor Larry Scheewe, fast halfback and an
p. D. T.-S. P. E
Mixed Sports Tournament
essential man in the Saint’s pass at
tack.”
To Be Held Soon
Phi Delta Theta, tied with Sigma

1S&

Men and W om en

'

Inaugurate New
Tennis Tourneys

Phi Epsilon at the end of the fourth
inning scored two runs against their
Plans are being made through the
Deponents in the fifth to win the game,
efforts of Mrs. Harriet Wood, head of
j.6, last Friday. After the second in- the women’s section of the Depart
jjug the game became a pitcher's
ment of Physical Education, John
battle.
Lewis, instructor of tennis, and other
R. H. E.
tennis enthusiasts to put on a mixed
phi Delta Theta .. 0 4 1 0 2—7 5 1 tennis tournament open to all students
Sigma PM Ep'n . 0 3 0 2 1—6 6 6 at the State University. No definite
Batteries: Quinlan and Sayatovich, date has been set due to the previous
hloyd and Disbrow.
tournament schedules.
Barb>S. A. E.
enthusiasm is manifested in
Saturday morning the Independents theUnusual
tennis activities this year, due in
nm wild to defeat Sigma Alpha Ep
part, to the influx of new students
silon, 14-1. The Independents gar
proficient in tennis who, in many cases,
nered 18 hits, seven coming in the
hold titles from state tennis tourna
third inning, being converted into as
ments. A large entry list is expected
many runs.
from the freshman class.
R. H. E.
Independents ----- 2 2 7 0 3—14 18 1 Prominent tennis players entered
this year include: Joe McCaffery,
Sigma Alpha Ep’n_ 1 0 0 0 0— 1 3 5
Butte; Bob Corette, Butte; Randolph
Batteries: Wren and Slusher; HazelJacobs, Missoula, who has represented
halter, Flint and FitzStephens.
Missoula several times in Interscho
K. S.-A. T. 0.
lastic tournaments, and Cal Emery,
In the first game - Saturday after
noon, Kappa Sigma pulled a surprise Helena, "Who has represented Billings
in Interscholastic tournaments.
by winning from Alpha Tau Omega
Women players who will offer com
for an easy victory. It wasn’t until
tbe last inning that the losers were petition include Carol Wells, Scottsville, N. Y.; Una and Margaret Ran
able to find Vesel’s fast ball.
R. H. E. dall, W olf Point; Beth Perham, Butte;
Alpha Tau O . __ 0 0 0 0 2—2 2 2 Georgia Stripp, Billings, and Mary
Kappa Sigma — 3 1 0 1 x-—5 4 1 Taaffe Corette, Butte.
Batteries: Coyle and Stroup; Vesel
and Stansbnry.
s. n.-p . s. k .
Playing almost the entire game in
an April shower that drove all ath
letic teams but the ball players in
doors, Sigma Nil tied Phi Sigma Kappa
in the fourth inning and put over the
winning bit in the fifth to take its first
victory.
R. H. E.
Phi Sigma K .___ 0 1 0 1 0—2 2 2
Sigma Nu ...____ 0 0 0 2 1—3 3 3
' Batteries: Furlong and Kuka;
Scbmoll and McCarty.
8. C.-Barb
Sunday morning the Independents
lost a game to the Sigma Chi team in
a much more closely-contested game
than is Indicated by the score, 6-4.
Only by putting a man out by a close
margin in the last inning was the
Sigma CM team able to prevent a tie.
R. H. E.
Independents ___ 0 1 0 2 1— 4 5 3
Sigma Chi ____ 0 2 4 0 x—6 9 4
Batteries: Wren and Slusher; Flan
agan, Lewis and Sheehan.
P.D.T.-D. 8 .L .
Phi Delta Theta scored nine runs
to take an easy game from the Delta
Sigma Lambda team, 9-0. Erickson of
the winners was a consistent pitcher,
allowing only two hits in the entire
game.

The players will be permitted to
choose their partners. Opportunity for
entry will probably be open until the
end of next week. Applications may
be turned in to Mrs. Wood or Elinor
MacDonald.

R. H. E.
2M Delta Theta . 2 2 3 0 2—9 9 0
Delta Sigma L.
0 0 0 0 0—0 2 1
Batteries: Erickson and Boone; Pos
tal, Aldrich and Johnson.
The games for the coming week are
scheduled as follows: Today— Sigma
- ^ Etpstlon vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Wednesday, Sigma Chi vs. Sigma Nu;
Thursday, Phi Sigma Kappa vs. In-1
apendents; Friday, Sigma Alpha Ep8»on vs. Alpha Tau Omega. All of the
S™68 start at 4:10 o’clock.
The league standings are: ^eam
vv. L. Pet.
■feppa. Sigma........................ 3 0 1.000

Garden City Floral Co.

Chi.......— ...............
30 1.000
, Delta Theta ...............
30 1.000
I jpf|| Tau Omega......... .... 2
1

Sigma Nu______ I

Sigma Phi Epsilon _
“«ma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Kappa,.......
Dt'ta Sigma Lambda

2
. 1
.0
. 0

1
2
2
2

&°dents Present
Hamilton Program
team6

sroup deputation
University gave a

thur h Pr°8ram at the Methodist
^ *Th» ^ Hamilton Sunday evening.
consisted of vocal
| jj . ’ aeta’ Quartets and three talks,
bach n Were given by Orval Dreisicen ,aVe ®m*tb and Margaret Mawho talked on “ Service," “ The
*MlJ°Bhy of Christian Life” and’
| J 8'0?8’” respectively.
t0
who Made the trip in addition
Daati»e three speakers were: Mary
R8' “ argaret Lease, Louise Kemp,
9i_- °Wning, Nemesio Borge and Joe

y

Jo,

Jesse Bunch Leaves
For Church M eeting

advertisers.

Mount St. Charles last year won the
state football championship as the re
sult of victories over the State Uni
versity, State School of Mines, Mon
tana State College and the State Nor
mal School.
In regard to the Capital City impres
sion of the Grizzlies’ possibilities,
^ehlhaber said, “ Oakes is gradually
building and laying a proper founda
tion, but he cannot be expected to set
afire the conference this fall.
“ He faces the Inevitable handicap
that comes to a comparatively small
school which competes with larger in
stitutions.
“The fact that Montana is in the
Pacific Coast conference has brought
distinction. It is sincerely hoped by
Helena fans that the State University
ill again enter the conference basket
ball race.”
The
State
College,
Fehlhaber
thought, should be stronger than last
year when a combination of bad breaks
and lack of material brought about a
disastrous season.
'For several years the Miners have
been developing athletically and will
make it tough for the smaller schools,”
he added. “ Herb Klindt at Billings
Polytechnic has been there one year
and is now settling into stride;
“ Normal, as usual, is suffering from
dearth of material.”
Fehlhaber received his B.A. in Jour
nalism here in 1927. While in school
he was a member of Phi Sigma Kappa,
social, and Sigma Delta Chi, profes
sional, fraternities. He was on the
Sentinel staff and served one year as
sports editor of the Kaimin. After
graduation he worked on the Daily
Times, Twin Falls, Ida*, and then ac
cepted the Associated Press position.

T ennis Contests
C om plete Third
Round This W eek

Coach Rates Play
Best This Season
Hileman, Emery, Crowley and Breen
Compete as Quarterbacks

Kelleher, Jacobs, Sunderlin, Hawes
And Corette Are Winners
“The best scrimmage of the year”
In Preliminaries
was the manner in which Coach Bunny
Oakes described the practice game
With the majority of the matches held on Dornblaser field Saturday
won by default, the all-school tennis afternoon.
tournament swings into the third
The men are working on pass and
round of play this week. Third round punt’ formation plays. The game was
matches must be played by Wednes punctuated with long runs and excel
day. All postponed matches must be lent blocking. Sledgehammer Dail
reported to Harry Adams, director of ey, fullback on the 1931 Varsity, is
intramural and minor sports competi being groomed for the heavy balltion, for approval.
toting in the backfield on swinging
Men who have successfully emerged
from the second round of the play are:
G. Kelleher, who beat K. Fowell, 8-6,
8-6; R. Jacobs, who defeated E.
Frasier, 6-2, 6-4; E. Sunderlin, who
smashed through J. Frankel, 6-0, 6-1;
R. Corette, who defeated G. Brooks,
6-2, 6-2, and E. Hawes, who won from
R. Gilham, 6-2, 6-1. Players who won
by default are: T. Rowe and C.
Emery. The Lewis-Agather and Currie-McCaffery matches have not as yel
been played but will be decided this
week.
Matches to be played by Wednesday
are: E. Hawes vs. R. Corette, J. Lewis
vs. V. Agather, J. Currie vs. J. Mc
Caffery, winners of the Hawes-Corette
and Lewis-Agather matches, and R.
Jacobs vs. the winner of the McCaffery-Currie match in the top bracket.
Lower bracket matches are: winner
of the Kelleher vs. T. Rowe and E.
Sunderlin vs. C. Emery.
The semi-finals are to be played
Saturday. All players must post their
scores on the bracket'sheet on the bul
letin board in the men’s gymnasium.
The registration date of the all
school horseshoe throwing contest has
been set for noon Thursday. All names
must be turned in to Harry Adams by
that time.

table three paces from the player, who
is now provided with a fan. The ob
ject of the contest is to prevent flies
I Dramatics Director Defines
from landing on the respective play
Rales Governing the Playing
ers' sugar, the first one to allow flies
I Of Interesting New Game
to so do being deemed the loser. The
players are usually provided with com
Due to the large number of inquiries fortable seats and the game played on
received, and at the risk of inaugurat very warm days.”
ing a new fad on the State University
campus, William Angus, director of the
Little Theater, has defined the game
of Bumblepuppy, the subject of the
sketch of the same name being pre
sented by the Masquers in the Little
Theater Thursday evening.

Bumblepuppy. . .

I

Angus’ definition is that “ any num
ber of players may participate in the
game, which is played as follow s: each
player is provided with a lump of or
dinary table sugar which he dampens.
plays and is developing rapidly in the The said sugar is then placed upon a
fullback, wingback and tailback posi
sparring for the tailback job. Check
tions.
Bill Hileman, transferred from full Rhinehart, Bob Stansberry, Del Meek
back to quarterback, is handling the er and Bud Story, all fast and good
team in an effectual manner and com men, are the principals who hope to
peting with Cal Emery, Cale Crowley hold down that ball-carrying task.
R.O.T.C. Interrupted the session yes
and Bob Breen for that position. With
the available material in the’ “boss” terday but today the men will be out
position, hopes look brighter for the at it again. More spectators are to be
seen on the sidelines with each scrim
coming year.
There are some fast-stepping men mage.

Why

pay

the

PENALTY
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PRICE
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Dozens of Clever Styles
in New

Chiffons
Plain colors in pastels and brighter
shades — gay print combinations —
sleeveless frocks with smart little
jackets — puff sleeve and bertha col
lar types.
Ideal for afternoon and informal
evening wear.

$4.88 - $5.75
$7.75

39c each
A 75c Golf Ball Value
3 FOR $1.15

McCracken Stores

Smith Drug

f

FREEMAN

Priced at only

Golf Balls

The shapely good looks of the “Vxiv
inian” appeal to well dressed men*
ts fine quality calfskin would be
expected only in shoes priced many
dollars more. See it at our store —
and the other new Fall and Winter
models.

$3.50 -$5.00
C.R.Dragstedt
Co.
Opposite N. P. Depot

Rev. Jesse W. Bunch, State Uni
versity inter-church pastor, left Mis
soula Saturday morning for Atlantic
City, N. J., where he will be one of the
delegates from Montana to the general
conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church.
Reverend Bunch was accompanied
by his wife. They expect to return
before commencement in June. While
on their way east, Mr. and Mrs. Bunch
will visit with friends.
Lewis Cameron, ’35, spent the week
end at his home in Kalispell, return
ing there with his sister.

When in doubt as to the
appropriate gift
Consult

For the Best Possible Haircut Ask

THE FLORENCE BARBERS
Florence Hotel Bldg.
“ Artists In Their Line”

talk

n
And this ad

'Icinessta ste-

clipped will buy a pair of

$ 1 .4 4
Chiffon Hose

/

esterfield

This hose is a real special
and has been inspected by
the Kaimin advertising staff.
This offer is good Tuesday,
W ednesday and Thursday.

Economy Shop
Near M cK ay’s

Datronl,tee Kalinin
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. . . A L L YOU C O U L D A S K FOR
0 1932. Ijgoitt a My i u T omcco Co

THE

IGonser W ill Make
Ba//a//on inspection

Puppet Plays A re
Source o f i nquiriesl
Many inquiries from outside profes
sional organizations and theaters have
started to come in to the French club
concerning its work with puppet plays
in which it has been engaging since
1920. “ Of special significance is a
request for photographs and clippings
from the world-famous Perry Dilley’s
theater of San Francisco/’ said Mrs.
Arnoldson, professor of French and
director of the club.

Review

Will Determine National
Standing of It. 0. T. C.

Maj. Augustus Gonser of Fort Mis
soula will make a tactical Inspection
of the State University R. 0. T. C
battalion Monday, April 25. The in
spection will start at 3:15 o’clock on
the oval and will include both basic
and upper class students in military
tactics.
Tuesday the junior and
seniors will undergo an inspection
over all the material they have cov
ered in class this year.
This inspection will tell whether or
not the State University R. 0. T. C.
battalion will retain the blue star of
excellence for another year. The ex
cellence badge was first received by
the battalion during the year 1929-30.
Continuing the practice begun in the
spring of 1931, the inspection will star
at the beginning of the Monday threehour period. Previous to 1931 the in
spection always came during the hour
of 5 to 6 o’clock. By having the in
spection at the beginning of the period
the students taking military science
will be fresh and in good appearance.
This will be Major Gonser's last of
ficial inspection of the State Univer
sity battalion. Next fall he will be
transferred from Fort Missoula to the
University of Wisconsin where he will
become professor of military science
and tactics. He has been at Fort Mis
soula for five years.

“ Hairy A pe” Cast
Members Receive
Points for W o rk
Thirty-three Are Mentioned for Work
Jn Various Departments
__
Of Play Producing

MONTANA

-Tuesday, A pril 19

KAIMIN

A ll A lu m n i
Will Receive
Reunion Bids

Joseph Monaghan
Is Congressional
Office Candidate

Journalism Group
Pledges Students

Library Index

School of Forestry
Will Publish Annual
Magazine May First

$ 1.25

Stewart W ill Have
No New Successor

protect your eyes from the
sun. We have all types
and prices.

C. L. WORKING

Barnett Optical Co.

JEWELER

DIME
DELIVERY

8 a. m. to 10 p. m.

"Technical Problems in

discussed

tions” will be
by f u ''
students of Prof. John Crowder ,
School o f Music, at a m e e th ?,?
Thursday evening at 8-39 n.„,E,^la
the studio of Professor Crowded
Missoula music teachers, includin
Mrs. J. H. Ramskill, Elsa SwarL
Mrs. DeLoss Smith, will attend th!
meeting. The students will 1 J
discussion and the teachers win an?
ment their decisions so that a proa?
tive may be obtained.

£

The First
National Bank

THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

A soft, unlined white or
light smoked elk. In this
oxford you will enjoy the
maximum coolness and com
fort.
I t ’s a Dude Ranch Camp
mocs which assures correct
ness o f style and quality.
Sells at only

$4.50

Teaching School—
First o f all, w e ’d say—

I Rent a Typewriter
Lister Typewriter
Service
East Broadway

OGC

S H O E 'C O

S P A L D IN G

Baseballs

Baseball Bats

Tennis Balls

Tennis Rackets

G olf Balls

Golf Clubs

Missoula Hardware & Plumbing Co.
328 North Higgins Avenue

The G rizzly Shop
THE GRIZZLY BARBER
SHOP

Youngren’s Shoe Shop

Kwik Service

WATCH THIS SPACE
For

WOMEN’! ALL-SCHOOL
FIELD DAY IS MAY
The annual all-school field day for
'omen is scheduled to be held may
5. At this time the baseball, tennis
nd golf finals will be decided. A
track meet will be held if enough
fomen turn out for practice.
State University women interested
in the meet, and not taking physical
education, may enter by signing up
and practicing with the teams twice
week.

An Important Announcement
In Friday’s Issue of The Kaimin

Regular Fountain Service

Tennis and golf preliminary com
petitions start this week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Youlden and Mr.
and Mrs. E.-T. Youlden of Butte visit
ed William Youlden last week-end.

T h e M ost P o p u la r C o-E d

Wean

fjumminq B?rd

Light Lunches
During
Noon Hour

FULL F A S H IO N E D H O S IE R Y

Because she knows that perfect ankle
contour, witchery of color rates high in
CoUege Circles.
At Proms, Sorority luncheons, or in
class, Humming Bird furnishes that
note of distinction and prestige that all
ultra-smart girls appreciate.
Chiffons or service weights in the popular
new spring colors.

Associated Students' Store

f

d iscussion a t studio

Juniors in Forestry
Plan Annual Outing

ARNOIL

Colored Glasses

N otices

All persons who intend to enter the
all-school golf tournament must have
their registrations turned in to Harry
Adams, director of intramural sports
Former Student in School of Law at
competition, not later than Wednes
State University Enters
day. Play is scheduled to begin Sat
Political Race
Cogswell Names Appointments
urday and the eligible winners are to
represent the State University in the
Of State Men to Honorary
Joseph" P. Monaghan, who an
State
Intercollegiates, May 6 and 7.
Publicity Board
nounced his candidacy for congress
man from the First Congressional
Manuscripts for the Frontier poetry
“ We are endeavoring to extend an District Saturday, is a former student contest and the Joyce Memorial con
invitation to every almunus and ex of the State University. He attended test must be in not later than 4 o'clock
student of the State University to at
tomorrow. They are to be given to
tend the Alumni Reunion to be held
H. G. Merriam, chairman of the De
here from Thursday, June 2, to Mon
partment of English, who is in charge
day, June (>,” said Andre^sCogswell, |
of the contest.
chairman of the Reunion publicity
committee, yesterday.
All independent men who wish to
He also announced the appointment
enter the horseshoe pitching tourna
of four honorary members of the pub
ment report to Jack White before
licity committee for the Reunion.
Wednesday night, April 20. Only two
They are: Eugene McKinnon, editor
independents will be eligible to play
of the Billings Gazette; Robert R.
in the intramural tournament.
Warden, state editor of the Great
Falls Tribune; George Wilson, sports
Home Economic club will meet at
editor of the Butte Daily Post, and
7:30 o’clock, Wednesday, April 20, at
Wilfred Fehlhaber, night editor of the the School of Law several years ago,
the Natural Science building.
Montana bureau of the Associated and is a member of Kappa Sigma, na
Press at Helena.
tional social fraternity.
The Pan-Hellenic banquet will be
Members o f the state publicity class
During his collegiate career, Mona held tonight at 6:30 o’clock at the
of the School of Journalism in charge ghan was captain of the Mount SL Florence hotel.
of state correspondence, will send out Charles college debate team, won the
stories for state publications. Patricia State oratorical contest and placed
Lost—An Alpha. Phi pin, return to,
Regan, Missoula, is in charge of all second in the Pacific Coast finals of or notify Helen Schroeder.
publicity released through this chan the National Oratorical contest.
nel. She is also the author of sev
Monaghan is a native of Butte and
Lost—Alpha Kappa Psi pin on
eral feature stories and one of her the son Of a pioneer Montana family; campus or on golf course, Friday. Re
articles will appear in the April issue He is an attorney in Butte at present, ward. Leave at telephone booth.
of the Montana Alumnus, alumni pub and has been active in politics. He
lication of the State University, of represented Silver Bow county in the
Dorothy Epperson has withdrawn
which Jessie Cambron is the editor.
State Legislature in 1928.
from school and returned to her home.
In 1927, Monaghan toured the state,
Through the medium o f state news
papers, the Montana Alumnns and cir speaking for Alfred E. Smith, Demo
culars to be sent out soon, an attempt cratic candidate for president. He
will be made to reach the 2,672 alumni also campaigned for the state millage
and the many ex-students of the State levy for state institutions in 1931.
ersity who have been enrolled in Last August, he was Secretary of the
the institution at some time during Its Democratic convention in Helena.
47 years of existence. In that period
there have been 43 classes graduated
from the state institution, the first I
being the class of 1888. 05 that class
those membership numbered but two,
Now— if we were
there is one survivor, Mrs. Ella Robb

Masquer points, awarded for ind:
vidual merit to those taking part in
any phase of a Masquers’ dramatic
presentation, have been awarded to
33 members of the production, direct
The Montana Cercle du Chevalier de
ing and acting staff of “ The Hairy
la Verendrye is one of the few clubs
Ape,” produced in the Little Theater
to carry on this work. At the time
Thursday, April 7.
the work was begun on this campus, it
Those persons receiving the points
was the only educational organization
are as* follows: Peter Meloy, Towns
in the United States to use puppets in
end, 14; Earl Welton, Townsend, 10;
club or school work. From here, the
Eddie Krause, Missoula, 9; Richard
idea spread to other institutions and
Shaw, Missoula, 8; Bernard Copping,
clubs. The activities of the Cercle in
Bozeman, 7; Ramona Noll, Missoula,
this field are well carried on volun
7; Melvin Hedine, Missoula, 7; Philip
tarily and alf as extra-curricular work.
Miller, Missoula, 7; David Duncan,
Billings, 7; Ted Cooney, Helena, 6;
Owen Barnes, Anaconda, 6; Robert
Busey, Missoula, 5; Roy Peden, Miles
City, 5; Hubert Miller, Anaconda, 5;
Fred Pilling, Butte, 5; Earl Slusher,
Huntley, 5; William Dwyer, Anacon
da, 4; Kathryn Smith, Bozeman, 4
Tucker, Raitt, Sprague and Harrigr.ii
Jack Robinson, Missoula, 3; Kenneth
Receive Bids to Honorary
Spaulding, Missoula, 3; Anna Mae
Crouse, Bozeman, 3; James Tobin, Los
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s honorary
Angeles, Calif., 2; John Fager, Duran
professional journalism fraternity,
go, Col., 2; Robert Myers, Missoula,
pledged four students at a meeting
2; Wilma Schubert, Great Falls, 1;
Friday night. The four pledges ar
Georgia Mae Metlen, Dillon, 1; Mar
Kathleen Harrigan, Billings; Jane
garet Raitt, Helena, 1; Tom Coleman,
Tucker, Great Falls; Margaret Raitt,
Haugen,
1; Grant Kelleher, Butte, 1;
Helena, and Mercedes Sprague, CenJack Jefferson, Missoula, I ; Icyle
tralia, Wash.
Rich, Lindsay, 1; Peggy Ruth Renison
Theta Sigma Phi was established on
Billings, 1, and James Swango, Mis
the campus of the University of Wash
soula, 1.
ington in 1909. Only women who have
Fifteen points qualifies a student for
been outstanding in journalism and
Monthly1editions of the “ New York
membership in the State University
who have met the scholarship require
Times Index” are received regularly
Players and 30 points is. the qualifica
ments may be pledged by the organiza
by the Library and may be found for
tion for membership in the Masquers.
tion. Since the foundation of Theta
reference use in the reading room. A
Sigma Phi on the Washington campus,
permanent volume is compiled each
38 active chapters and 18 alumnae
year containing all the material found
chapters have been established.
in the monthly issues.
Besides the pledging, plans for
The New York Times Index” is
Campus Rakings were completed.
edited so that by means of subjects,
dates, brief synopses and full crossPatronize Kalinin advertisers.
eferences to persons and related
Glenning, now living in Chariton, la. Group Will Journey to Swan Lake
events the work will be, for all ordi
nary occasions, complete in itself. Contributions Are Made By Foresters The other was Eloise Knowles, who
To Study Timberline Trees
| For Hair Beauty—the Famous !
died several years ago.
Each entry contains the date, number
From New Zealand, Idaho,
of page, followed by a colon and the
Fraternities and sororities of the
And Montana
Sixteen foresters, under the leader
number of the column. Despite the
State University are co-operating with ship o f Prof. Dorr Skeels, will leave
]
Steam Treatments j fact that this arrangement refers di Contributions from E. E. Hubert, the committee and will send out invi Missonla late in May, bound for Swan
rectly to the New York Times, one Moscow, Ida., and F. C. Hutchinson tations to all of their members who lake on the annual spring trip for
may use this index in his search for of New Zealand will feature the 1932 are not now in attendance at the juniors in the School of Forestry.
information in practically all other edition of the Forestry Kaimin which school, urging that they attend the
The group will, travel to Swan lake,
I Conditions hair for permanents j
newspapers.
If one, by consulting the is scheduled to appear on the campus Reunion. They have arranged various which is located -east of the north end
I —stops falling hair—gives nat- 1
J ural sheen and lustre.
J Index, finds an item “that is fit to May 1. Mr. Hubert is acting dean of entertainments for the visiting alumni Iof Flathead lake, where it will make
print,” the same item will be found the School of Forestry at the Univer and ex-students. A tentative program headquarters at Larson Lodge for a
j Palace Hotel Barber & J n other dailies of the same date or sity of Idaho and Mr. Hutchinson, a has been drawn up and will be in-1 week. From there it will make daily
a few days later. Sections of Sunday graduate of the State University luded in the invitations to members
trips to'various sawmills and logging
Beauty Shop
editions are given special attention School of Forestry, is an instructor in of the groups.
operations. A visit to Glacier park is
and are indicated by Roman numerals, forestry at Canterbury college, Christ
included in the trip.
To students or anyone interested in Church, New Zealand.
The purpose of the trip is to enable
irrent events or happenings of the
In addition to these articles the For
the class in silviculture to study white
comparative recent past, this index
estry Kaimin will include articles by
pine and Alpine pine trees. These
service is extremely valuable for its
Major E. W. Kelley, regional forester;
types grow on thq timberline on the
completeness and conciseness of in
Glen A. Smith and Thomas Lommassummit of the Rockies, not being
formation.
son, assistants to Major Kelley in the
habitual around Missoula.
United States forest service. Many Remaining Staff W ill Coach Track and
Basketball
GAS METER STRUCTURE
students also have contributed to the
VANISHES FROM CAMPUS Forestry annual.
It
is
improbable
that a new basket
Foresters’ Annual
"Always Working”
Last remnants of the small brick
The Forestry Kaimin has been pub ball and track coach will be appointed ]
building which once housed the cam lished by the School of Forestry yearly at the State University to fill the va
pus gas meters disappeared last week. since 1914 when It supplanted the cancy caused by th© resignation of
Watch Repairing a Specialty
129 East Broadway
Workmen razed the foundation and monthly Forest School News Letter. J. W. Stewart, according to a state
122 N. Higgins
Missoula, Mont
filled the excavation with dirt as the This year’s book, consisting of 85 ment issued from the office of Chan-|
j
last act of the removal of the struc pages is completed and has been cellor M. A. Brannon, Saturday.
The belief was expressed by the
ture which was begun last year with handed over to the printer. The book
the dismantling of the building proper.' pays for itself in advertising, many Chancellor that the duties of basket
The building was located behind two advertisements having been solicited ball and track coach will be handled
converging rows of hedge near Elliot from national forest products com by members of the present coaching
For Grizzly Students
hall on the roadway between Craig panies as well as from local mer staff and that the 10 per cent reduc
nd Science halls.
tion in salaries necessitates such
liants.
The mailing list of the Forestry action on the part of the athletic
board.
Kaimin includes more than fifteen hun
Is there something you need
W H Y NOT HAVE
dred names. All alumni of the School
up town? Parcels to be
of Forestry, forest service employes
two or three pairs o f these new
picked up? Something to be
and many lumber producers receive
sandals dyed to match
copies of the book. It also is sent to
returned?
spring outfits?
prospective forestry students.
IF SO— CALL 4632
This Year’s Staff
The staff of the 1932 Forestry
Kaimin is composed of the following
Basement of Higgins Block
students of the School of Forestry;
Kenneth Beechel, Missoula, editor-inchief; Joe Woolfolk, Spearfish, S. D.,
W E DELIVER
managing editor; Howard Coon, Mis
soula,
business
manager;
Evans
Hawes, New Bedford, Mass., circula
tion manager; Joel Frykman, Misoula, Dick Whitaker, Missoula, and
Benson, American Falls, Ida.,
associate editors.
purpose of tile Forestry Kaimin
is to keep the alumni and students
nd their friends in touch with the
school and informed of its activities.

1932

STUDENTS WELL HOL®

DIXON & HOON
Shoes and Hosiery

